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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Since the 1980s, there exist many speculations on the effect of computer aided design

(CAD) software towards the quantity surveying profession. Many have mentioned the

use of CAD software that can automatically generate bills of quantities would replace the

quantity surveyor (Rycroft 1980, Campion 1980, Cox 1983, Brandon 1983 and Wexler

1986). This issue has received a lot of attention from the quantity surveying profession

because CAD is now seen as being a threat to the "bread and butter" service of the

profession, which is the production of bills of quantities. In as early as 1986, Royal

Institution of Chartered Surveyors has commissioned a study into CAD opportunities for

quantity surveying (McGeorge 1989). Since then there has been tremendous

improvement in CAD technology that has not only spawn much improved draughting

software but also improved measurement software that could extract quantities directly

from CAD drawings thus further strengthened the possibility of computerized quantity

measurements based on CAD drawings (Tse and Wong, 2004).

1.2 Definition of measurement

Measurement can be defined as a process to acquire quantities of items in a bUilding

based on drawings. It is done based on regulations that have been set in The Standard

Method of Measurement of Buildi~g Works (SMM2). Besides that, measurement also

involves the process of acquiring description for items based on drawings and

specifications as stated in SMM2. Measurement is as part of the process of preparing a

complete bill of quantities (Ong, 2004)

Quantities measurement is performed by using a scaled rule to measure the dimension

from drawings and enter the dimension in a special ruled paper. The dimensions are

then calculated according to the unit of measurement. The resultant lengths, areas and

volume are transferred to the abstract, where they are arranged in a convenient order for

billing and reduced to the recognised units of measurement; and finally the billing




























































































































































































